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During the initial stage of tumor progression, onco-
genic cells spread despite spatial confinement
imposed by surrounding normal tissue. This spread
of oncogenic cells (winners) is thought to be gov-
erned by selective killing of surrounding normal cells
(losers) through a phenomenon called ‘‘cell competi-
tion’’ (i.e., supercompetition). Although the mecha-
nisms underlying loser elimination are increasingly
apparent, it is not clear how winner cells selectively
occupy the space made available following loser
apoptosis. Here, we combined live imaging analyses
of two different oncogenic clones (Yki/YAP activation
and Ras activation) in the Drosophila epithelium with
computer simulation of tissue mechanics to eluci-
date such a mechanism. Contrary to the previous
expectation that cell volume loss after apoptosis of
loser cells was simply compensated for by the faster
proliferation of winner cells, we found that the lost
volumewas compensated for by rapid cell expansion
of winners. Mechanistically, the rapid winner-domi-
nated cell expansion was driven by apoptosis-
induced epithelial junction remodeling, which causes
re-connection of local cellular connectivity (cell to-
pology) in a manner that selectively increases winner
apical surface area. In silico experiments further
confirmed that repetition of loser elimination acceler-
ates tissue-scale winner expansion through topolog-
ical changes over time. Our proposedmechanism for
linking loser death and winner expansion provides a
new perspective on how tissue homeostasis disrup-
tion can initiate from an oncogenic mutation.
INTRODUCTION
Primary tumors originate from a single transformed cell contain-
ing oncogenic mutations despite being spatially confined by
surrounding normal tissue. It is increasingly apparent that onco-
genic cell spread within tissue is driven not only simply by a
higher rate of proliferation, but also by a phenomenon called
‘‘cell competition’’ [1, 2]. Cell competition is a process in which
‘‘winner’’ cells take over the tissue at the expense of neighboring
‘‘loser’’ cells [1–7]. When oncogenic mutant cells act as winners,
the mutant cells eliminate surrounding normal wild-type cells by
inducing apoptosis, and thus spread their territory. Because
inhibiting loser apoptosis is sufficient to halt winner spread
[1, 2, 5, 8, 9], loser apoptosis seems to play an active role in pro-
moting winner spread within the tissue. However, it is unclear
how loser apoptosis impacts surrounding cells to produce selec-
tive occupation by winner cells.
Cell competition can be considered as processes of destruc-
tion (loser apoptosis) and reconstruction (winner takeover) of the
epithelial tissue structure [1–20]. Epithelial tissue consists of a
sheet of tightly packed cells connected with adhesive junctions.
This local cell-cell connectivity (‘‘cell topology’’ [21, 22]) is repre-
sented by a distribution of the number of sides (adherent neigh-
bors) of each cell. Because the side number positively correlates
with the apical surface area (known as Lewis’s law conserved in
epithelial tissue [22, 23]), topological change is associated with
cellular expansion or contraction. In the case of cell competition,
the topology of neighboring cells could be changed through
loser cell delamination or extrusion, which associates consecu-
tive junctional remodeling (cell intercalation) between a dying cell
and its surviving neighbors [7, 24]. Topological change driven by
loser elimination might therefore allow winner cells to spread
with increasing their side number. This idea prompted us to
investigate whether cell topology changes in the vicinity of
apoptotic cells contribute to winner takeover during competition.
Using generalized mechanical simulations and in vivo imaging
of Drosophila oncogenic clones, we show when and how winner
cells selectively expand to compensate for local tissue volume
loss after apoptosis of a loser cell. Following induction of locally
overgrowing winners, slowly dividing normal cells adjacent to
rapidly dividing winners show anisotropic distortion, as reported
previously [25–28]. Immediately following apoptosis of the
anisotropic normal cell, the space previously occupied by the
apoptotic loser cell was filled by rapid cell expansion of adjacent
winner cells. The winner cell expansion was unexpected,
because previous studies mostly focused on cell division
as the compensatory mechanism to fill space (e.g., ‘‘compensa-
tory proliferation’’) [17, 29–32]. As a mechanism underlying
this compensatory cell expansion of winners, we found that
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apoptosis of anisotropic losers adjacent to winners causes di-
rectionally biased cell intercalations, which re-establishes local
cellular connectivity (cell topology) in a manner that selectively
increases the apical surface area of winners. Importantly, such
topological dynamics were verified with in silico and in vivo ex-
periments in two different oncogenic genotypes (activated-Yki
and Ras), where the overgrowing oncogenic population triggers
apoptosis in surrounding wild-type cells. Furthermore, repetition
of topological changes through the apoptosis of losers in imme-
diate contact with winners, as observed in many cell competition
systems [33], accelerates the tissue-scale expansion of winners
in silico. Such rapid cell turnover via topological changes may
disrupt tissue homeostasis to facilitate tumor initiation.
RESULTS
Differential Proliferation Induces Local Anisotropic
Distortion in Slower Dividing Cells at the Clone
Boundary and Compression in Faster Dividing Cells
To examine the cellular interaction during cell competition from a
geometric perspective, we induced clones of GFP-expressing
Hippo pathway mutant cells (winners;wtsX1) that rapidly prolifer-
ate and outcompete surrounding normal cells (losers; wild-type)
inDrosophilawing discs [6]. Quantitative image analysis of apical
cell shapes revealed two geometric alterations. First, wild-type
cells directly adjacent towtsX1 clones showed significantly larger
anisotropic distortions (Figure 1A, orange) than those directly
adjacent to wild-type control clones (Figure 1A, blue and 1B;
see STAR Methods for the fly strains and cell anisotropy defini-
tion), which was consistent with earlier reports [26, 27]. Second,
the apical cell area of wtsX1 clones was smaller than that of wild-
type clones (Figure 1C), indicating that Hippo pathway mutant
cells surrounded by wild-type cells are packed at a higher
density.
We next examined whether the ectopic induction of over-
proliferating cells was sufficient to cause these two geometric al-
terations (Figures 1B and 1C) in the vertex model. The vertex
model is widely used to study mechanical deformation of multi-
cellular tissue in response to cell bond tension and apical area
contraction [22, 34–37] (Equation 1 in STAR Methods, Figures
S1A and S1B). We introduced two clonal cell populations with
different division rates into the model (Figures 1D and S1C).
We confirmed anisotropic deformation of slower dividing cells
localized at the clone boundary (Figures 1D, middle, 1E, and
S1D), which is consistent with the wild-type cells directly adja-
cent to the wtsX1 clone in the Drosophila experiment (Figure 1B)
and earlier simulation studies [26, 28]. In addition, faster dividing
cells were smaller than surrounding slower dividing cells (Figures
1D bottom, 1F, and S1E), similar to the wtsX1 cells in the
Drosophila experiment (Figure 1C). These results were consis-
tent irrespective of different mechanical parameter values (Fig-
ures S1F and S1G) or formulations (another often used type
Equation 2; Figures S2A–S2C). These deformations were never
observed when two cell populations had identical division rates
(Figure 1D, leftmost), and they were more apparent with greater
differences in cell division rates (Figures 1E and 1F). These sim-
ulations suggest that differential proliferation rates are sufficient
to reproduce two geometrical alterations in the Drosophila
epithelium (Figures 1B and 1C).
We also examined the anisotropic cell deformation in the
setting of differential tension between clonal and non-clonal cells
since juxtaposition of wild-type and aberrant cells often affect
junction mechanics [38, 39]. In silico experiments with all tension
conditions showed that slower dividing cells at the clone bound-
ary always exhibited higher anisotropy than those with identical
proliferation rates (Figures S3A–S3C), demonstrating that differ-
ential tension does not have considerable influence on the cell
anisotropy. Consistently, in vivo observation showed that the
wild-type cell anisotropy beside clone was maintained even un-
der modulation of junction contractility or adhesion in Hippo
pathway mutant clones (Figures S1H and S1I). Collectively,
these results suggest that localized over-proliferation induces
anisotropic deformation in slower dividing cells at the clone
boundary under differential tension.
Winner Cells Expand into Spaces Originally Occupied by
Apoptotic Loser Cells with Higher Cell Anisotropy
Live imaging of cell competition was performed [7, 13, 16, 18, 20]
in the Drosophila pupal notum to examine how space previously
occupied by apoptotic loser cells is replaced. We induced faster
dividing winner clones overexpressing an activated Yki (UAS-yki
S111A,S168A,S250A:V5; hereafter called Yki clones) [40], a transcrip-
tional co-activator that acts downstream of the Hippo pathway
(Figure 2A, left; Video S1). We observed that wild-type loser cells
near Yki winner clones progressively took on anisotropic shapes
(Figures 2A, right, and S1J), especially those between the Yki
Figure 1. Differential Proliferation Induces Local Anisotropic Distortion in Slower Dividing Cells at the Clone Boundary and Compression in
Faster Dividing Cells
(A) Apical cell-cell junctions are marked by E-cad in the hinge region ofDrosophilawing discs with representative clones: GFP-expressing cells are wild-type (WT
clone, left) and wtsX1 (wtsX1 clone, left) cells, respectively, whereas non-GFP-expressing cells are wild-type cells (WT clone and wtsX1 clone, left). Scale bar,
10 mm.Wild-type cells directly adjacent to the GFP-expressing clones were extracted, with black vertices representing tricellular junctions at the clone boundary
and bars representing cell anisotropy (WT clone, right, blue and wtsX1 clone, right, orange).
(B) Left: the distribution of cell anisotropy of wild-type cells directly adjacent to wild-type and wtsX1 clones. Right: the fraction of cells whose anisotropy value is
greater than 0.38. This threshold value was ranked in the top 5% of the value in the case inducing wild-type clones. Fisher’s exact test was performed.
(C) Plot of apical area of non-GFP-expressing (gray) and GFP-expressing (green) cells at the clone boundary normalized to the average area of the non-GFP-
expressing cells. Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed.
(D) Top: closeup images of simulated clone at the indicated division rate ratios [clone (green) / non-clone (white)] when the number of clonal cells (green) is 1,000.
Middle: anisotropy of non-clonal cells (top, white) along the clone boundary in the same field. Bottom: cell area of clonal cells (top, green) in the same field.
(E and F) Average anisotropy of non-clonal cells along the clone boundary (E) and average area of clonal cells directly adjacent to the clone boundary (F) were
plotted as a function of the division rate ratio. Simulation setup is identical to (D). Error bars represent SD for 10 clones simulated at each division rate ratio. a.u.,
arbitrary unit.
See also Figures S1, S2, and S3.
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Figure 2. Winner Cells Expand into Spaces Originally Occupied by Apoptotic Loser Cells with Higher Cell Anisotropy in Drosophila
(A andB) Overexpression of Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A (A) andRasV12 (B). Left: Z projection of a snapshot (22.47 hr after Gal4-mediated transcription activation) taken
during live imaging of pupal notum (anterior direction along the anterior-posterior axis is upward) with adherens junctions (indicated by E-cad::GFP;magenta) and
clones (green). Right: image segmentation based on adherens junction localization shown in left panel. Strength and orientation of cell anisotropy [41] are
indicated by brown.
(C) Time course of a loser delamination through repeated cell intercalations (known as D1-type delamination [7, 20]). Schematic drawings (lower panels) rep-
resents intercalations (open circle, filled circle, open triangle, filled triangle). Fly genotype is the same as in (A).
(D) Schematics of cell intercalation (T1 transition) and T2 transition.
(E and F) Cell intercalation probability as a function of edge length in dying cells 40 min before completion of apoptosis next to clones overexpressing
Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A (E) or RasV12 (F). Each edge lengthwas normalized to the averaged edge length of its belonging dying cell. Cell intercalation probability was
(legend continued on next page)
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clones. Both anisotropic and isotropic loser cells were subse-
quently eliminated from the tissue (Figure S1J) by sequential
cell intercalations from the shorter edges of a dying cell (Figures
2C–2E; Video S2). Although this elimination was observed at
several cell diameters away from the clones, the majority of
cell elimination occurred in cells immediately contact with Yki
clones (Video S1). Upon repetitive loser elimination (apoptosis;
see STAR Methods for the definition of ‘‘apoptosis’’ in this pa-
per), Yki winner cells beside the clone boundary appeared pro-
gressively larger (Video S1). At the level of individual apoptosis,
winner cells adjacent to apoptotic cells selectively replaced the
space originally occupied by apoptotic loser cells through cell
expansion; the area of faster dividing winner cells surrounding
a dying cell increased, whereas the change in the area of slower
dividing loser cells was negligible (Figures 2G and 2H). Another
oncogenic winner-clone induced by an activated form of Ras
(UAS-RasV12), which promotes cell growth and outcompetes
surrounding wild-type cells in Drosophila [7, 42], also induced
anisotropic distortion in wild-type cells at the clone boundary
(Figures 2B and S1J). The RasV12 winner cells expanded to
compensate for wild-type loser cell apoptosis (Figures 2F
and 2I). These results indicated that winner compensatory cell
expansionwas commonly observed upon induction of two onco-
genic mutants, Yki and RasV12, which drive localized overgrowth
through promoting proliferation or cell growth. The compensa-
tory cell expansion of winners following apoptosis was unex-
pected considering the accepted hypothesis that lost territory
is replaced as a result of winner-cell proliferation [29–32]. More-
over, we found that the winners’ expansion was mediated by the
anisotropic deformation of dying loser cells (Figure 1); the ac-
quired area of Yki or RasV12 winner cells positively correlated
with anisotropy of dying loser cells (Figures S4A and S4J)
that were oriented in parallel to the clone boundary (hereafter
we call ‘‘clone-boundary-oriented anisotropy’’; Figures 2J–2L
and S4J).
We then applied a vertex model to determine whether winners
used cell expansion to compensate for the volume lost after
apoptosis of anisotropic loser cells. We incorporated apoptosis
into the simulation based on the following experimental observa-
tions (Figure 2): (1) the target of apoptosis was slower dividing
cells directly adjacent to faster dividing clones, (2) dying cell
removal was induced by junctional loss due to sequentially intro-
duced cell intercalations [7, 24] from the shorter edges of dying
cells (Figure 3A; Video S3, see STAR Methods for apoptosis in
simulations). Consistent with our previous experiments, the sur-
rounding winner cells dominated expansion following apoptosis
(Figure 3B). This winner-cell expansion was repeatedly observed
in independent simulations that separately induced apoptosis in
each individual loser cell at the clone boundary under differential
proliferation rates, but it did not occur in the setting of identical
proliferation rates (Figures 3C and S5A). This winner-cell expan-
sion was consistently observed in several different model setups
(formulation [Equation 2; Figure S2D], delamination process [Fig-
ures S3E–S3G], and differential tension conditions in clonal and
non-clonal cells [Figure S3D]). Moreover, consistent with in vivo
experiments, the rapidly dividing winner cells increasingly
expanded as clone-boundary-oriented anisotropy of dying loser
cells increased (Figures 3D, S2E, and S3H). We note that the
rapid proliferation of winners in itself was not directly involved
in the compensation process following apoptosis, because
winner cells took over the territory of apoptosis despite ceasing
all cell proliferation during the apoptotic simulation (Figure S3J).
Therefore, we concluded that the emergent property under
differential proliferation (i.e., local anisotropic distortion of
apoptotic loser cells [Figure 1]), rather than differential prolifera-
tion in itself, has a key role in the compensatory expansion of
winner cells.
Local Topological Change near Apoptosis Accompanies
Winner-Dominated Cell Expansion
We then focused on cells immediately adjacent to an apoptotic
cell to examine their contribution to winner-dominated cell
expansion, because the territory lost to apoptosis was primarily
occupied by the immediate neighbors, and cells located more
than two cell distances away from the apoptotic cell acquired
much smaller area (Figure S3I). We initially hypothesized that
rapid winner-cell expansion was the result of a local compres-
sion difference between winner and loser cells surrounding the
apoptosis (compression hypothesis; Figure 4A), because more
compressed cells (Figures 1C and 1F) may generate stronger
outward pushing forces that are enough to increase their cell
area. To address this hypothesis, we tested whether com-
pressed smaller cells adjacent to apoptosis were more likely to
expand than larger cells. This hypothesis, however, seems not
to be the case, because we observed that the cell area before
apoptosis and their acquired area after apoptosis only correlated
determined whether intercalation occurred (probability = 1) or not (probability = 0) (see more details in Figures S4F–S4I). Each black point represents data
calculated from a single cell intercalation event. Red dots represent binning of the averaged cell intercalation probability for every 0.3 normalized edge lengths.
Error bars represent SE. R, Pearson correlation coefficient.
(G) Temporal change in cell area subtracted from value observed 40 min before delamination complete [Time = 0 (min)] was plotted for adjacent
UAS-ykiS111A,S168A,S250A:V5 (thin green line), wild-type cells (thin gray line) and an apoptotic cell (magenta line) in (C). The averaged acquired area is shown for
faster (thick green line) and slower (thick black line) dividing cells.
(H and I) Boxplots of acquired area after apoptosis, which was obtained by averaging temporal change in cell area (G, thick lines) from 16 to 24 min after
delamination complete, upon induction of clones overexpressing Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A (H) or RasV12 (I). The upper and lower hinges and middle line represent
the 25th, 75th, and 50th percentiles, respectively. White Xs represent the averaged value. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed after excluding a dataset of
outlier (a red dot in I) detected with the Smirnov-Grubbs test. All subsequent RasV12 analyses were performed excluding the outlier dataset.
(J) Schematic of clone-boundary-oriented cell anisotropy (c; Equation 6 in STAR Methods), which considers both anisotropy strength (a; Equation 5) and its
orientation relative to the clone boundary (q).
(K and L) Acquired area after apoptosis (H and I) was plotted as a function of the clone-boundary-oriented anisotropy of apoptotic cells (Equation 6 in STAR
Methods) 40 min before delamination completion and upon induction of clones overexpressing Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A (K) or RasV12 (L). Error bars represent SD
for data collected 16–24 min after delamination completion. R, Pearson correlation coefficient.
See also Figures S1 and S4 and Videos S1 and S2.
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weakly, both in silico (Figure 4B) and in in vivo experiments with
Yki and RasV12 (Figures 4C and 4D). Additionally, in simulation,
winner cells still took over the territory of apoptotic losers even
if the tissue-scale pushing forces globally generated by release
of winner-clone compression was suppressed during apoptosis
by reducing the pressure parameter of all cells in winner clone
(Figure S3J). These results suggested that local and global
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of apoptotic cells before death
Figure 3. Winner Cells Expand into Spaces Originally Occupied by Apoptotic Loser Cells with Higher Cell Anisotropy in Simulations
(A) Time course of an apoptotic delamination with repeated cell intercalation (open circle, filled circle, open triangle, filled triangle). Apoptosis (magenta) was
induced in a slower dividing cell (white) directly adjacent to the clone boundary when the number of faster dividing cells (green) was 1,000.
(B) Temporal change in cell area subtracted from pre-apoptosis value (normalized time [/loser cell cycle] = 8.33 103) was plotted for adjacent faster (thin green
line) and slower (thin gray line) dividing cells and an apoptotic cell (magenta line) in (A). The averaged acquired area for faster (thick green line) and slower (thick
black line) dividing cells is shown. The step-like decreases in apoptotic cell area indicate six intercalation events.
(C) Differential (upper) and identical (lower) proliferation rates. Left: displacement of cells surrounding apoptotic cell at the time before and after apoptosis is
shown by arrows; the ends of the arrows show the position of cell centroids at normalized time [/loser cell cycle] = 8.3 3 103 (tail end of arrow) and 2.5 3 102
(arrowhead). The displacement of clonal cells (green) was oriented toward the apoptotic cell (magenta) with differential proliferation rates (upper) and randomly
oriented with identical proliferation rates (lower). Middle: overlay of pre- and post-apoptotic images at normalized time [/loser cell cycle] = 8.33 103 (light gray)
and 2.53 102 (dark gray), respectively. Right: averaged acquired area (B, thick lines) after apoptosis completion (normalized time [/loser cell cycle] = 2.53 102)
when apoptosis was independently introduced into all non-clonal cells (white) directly adjacent to clone boundary.Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed after
excluding datasets of outliers (three and four red dots in upper and bottom panels, respectively) detected with the Smirnov-Grubbs test. Subsequent simulation
analyses were performed excluding the outlier datasets.
(D) Averaged acquired area after apoptosis (C, right) plotted as a function of clone-boundary-oriented anisotropy (Equation 6 in STARMethods) of apoptotic cells
immediately before cell death (normalized time [/loser cell cycle] = 8.3 3 103). As shape anisotropy of apoptotic cells increased, the winner-cell expansion
became more pronounced. The division rate ratio (green/white) = 3 for (A, B, C, upper, D) and 1 for (C lower). R, Pearson correlation coefficient.
See also Figures S2, S3, and S5 and Video S3.
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compensatory expansion of winner cells, while winner compres-
sion was required for anisotropic deformation of loser cells
(Figure 1).
As another hypothesis that locally mediates expansion,
we focused on changes in local cellular connectivity (cell topol-
ogy) driven by junctional remodeling (cell intercalation) upon
apoptosis (Figures 2C and 3A). In epithelial cells in non-compet-
itive tissue, there is a positive correlation between cell area and
the side number representing local cellular connectivity (Lewis’s
law; Figure S1B) [22, 23, 43]. Based on this Lewis’s law, an in-
crease or decrease of side/edge number in each cell adjacent
to apoptosis would be associated with cell area expansion or
contraction (topology hypothesis; Figure 4E). We first confirmed
that both winner (Yki or RasV12) and loser (wild-type) cells in
competitive tissues obey this law (Figures 4I, 4J, S4D, and
S4E), similar to non-competitive normal tissue. We then exam-
ined the topological changes following apoptosis and found
that cells adjacent to apoptosis showed a strong positive corre-
lation between the captured area and change in side number af-
ter apoptosis both in silico (Figure 4F) and in in vivo experiments
with Yki and RasV12 (Figures 4G and 4H). This suggests that cell
intercalations during delamination lead to simultaneous in-
creases in the side number and area of winner cells. These re-
sults prompted us to further test the topology hypothesis as a
possible mechanism for winner-cell compensatory expansion.
Occurrence of Directionally Biased Cell Intercalation
upon Apoptosis Correlates with Winner-Specific
Increase in Cell Area
To understand how intercalations associated with apoptosis
selectively increase winner side number and area, we first
analyzedwhere cell intercalations took place relative to the clone
boundary. Pupal notum junctions are reportedly subject to sto-
chastic fluctuations of edge length that trigger cell intercalations
by chance as edge lengths decrease to zero [44]. This framework
suggests that shorter junctions are more likely to undergo inter-
calation, and our in vivo observations consistently showed a
higher probability of intercalation at shorter edges (Figures 2E
and 2F). In anisotropic dying cells caused by differential prolifer-
ation rates (Figure 1), edges perpendicular to the clone boundary
were shorter than other edge types (Figures 5A–5C, S4B, and
S5B; see Figure 5D for edge classification), suggesting that
these perpendicular edges were more likely to be eliminated
by cell intercalation. Indeed, both in silico and in vivo experi-
ments with Yki and RasV12 indicated that cell intercalation likely
occurred in a manner to eliminate the perpendicular edges
(perpendicular intercalation) during anisotropic loser cell delam-
ination (Figures 5F–5H, S2F, S4C, and S5C; see Figures 5D, 5E,
and S4F–S4I for the definition of normalized frequency of cell
intercalation). Moreover, the increased frequency of perpendic-
ular intercalation during an apoptotic event increased the side
number and area of winner cells after apoptosis, but not that of
loser cells (Figures 5O–5Q, S2I, S4M, and S5F). We did not
observe this effect for the two other types of intercalation that
occurred at boundary and non-boundary edges (Figures 5I–5N,
S2G, S2H, S4K, S4L, S5D, and S5E). Thus, perpendicular
intercalation frequency during each apoptosis event uniquely
correlates with selective increases in winner side number and
occupied area.
Perpendicular Intercalation Directly Drives Winner-
Compensatory Cell Expansion
We next asked how the perpendicular intercalation selectively
driveswinner-cell expansion. Of the four cells involved in interca-
lation upon apoptosis (one dying cell and three surviving cells;
Figure 6A, upper), two surviving cells gain a single side, whereas
the other surviving cell and the dying cell each lose a side after
an intercalation event. Based on this rule, we comprehensively
calculated topology changes (side number) in winner and loser
cells for all geometrically possible intercalations (Figure 6A,
table). For example, in a subtype of perpendicular intercalation
(second row from bottom of table in Figure 6A), a winner cell in-
creases side number by one, whereas each of two loser cells in-
creases or decreases by one, respectively, and therefore these
two cancel out the change in side number of losers in total.
Notably, all the subtypes of perpendicular intercalation uniquely
increase winner-cell side number and area in total, whereas
those of boundary and non-boundary intercalations mainly in-
crease for loser cells in total (Figure 6A, table). In silico experi-
ments were performed to determine whether perpendicular
intercalation is sufficient to drive winner-dominated cell expan-
sion. In the simulation, we introduced a directionally biased
event of boundary, non-boundary, or perpendicular intercalation
upon apoptosis under identical proliferation conditions (Figures
6B and S5I) where intercalation is typically unbiased (Figures
S5G and S5H). This allowed us to examine the contribution of di-
rectionally biased intercalation to winner-cell expansion (topol-
ogy hypothesis; Figure 4E) in the absence of winner compression
(compression hypothesis; Figure 4A). By introduction of biased
perpendicular intercalation during apoptosis, clonal cells directly
in contact with apoptosis consistently increased both their side
number and area averaged for each apoptotic event, whereas
non-clonal cells in direct contact with apoptosis did not (Fig-
ure 6B, right). In contrast, neither side number nor area of clonal
cells increased upon the prioritized induction of boundary and
non-boundary intercalations (Figure 6B, left and middle). This in-
dicates that frequent perpendicular intercalation upon apoptosis
directly increases side number and area in winner cells.
Repetitive Topological Change by Perpendicular
Intercalation Accelerates Tissue-Scale Occupation by
Winners
Finally, we examined the long-term topological change upon
sequential induction of apoptosis in multiple loser cells at clone
boundaries (Figure 7A). After simulating repetitive apoptosis
where intercalations occur from shorter edges according to
in vivo regular rule as shown in Figures 2E and 2F, winner clones
took over almost 100% of the total cell area that was lost to
apoptosis (Figure 7D, purple), and consequently, winner cells
spread more rapidly than in the absence of apoptosis (middle
and left panels of Figure 7B and Video S4; Figure 7C, purple
and black). This long-term expansion of winner cells was
ensured by stably maintaining anisotropy of loser cells during
multiple apoptosis events (Figure 7E) in which loser cells that
were newly faced with clone boundaries after apoptosis subse-
quently became anisotropic (Figure S6). Due to the maintenance
of a high-degree of cell anisotropy, the frequency of perpendic-
ular intercalation remained high during apoptosis (Figure 7F).
This allowed winner cells at the outermost layer of the clone
Current Biology 28, 2115–2128, July 9, 2018 2121
Compression hypothesis
Outward force generated by
mechanical compression promotes
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Side number change after apoptosis
5 clones, 913 faster dividing cells
5 clones, 1163 slower dividing cells
G
5 nota, 141 UAS-ykiS111AS168AS250A:V5 cells
5 nota, 246 wild-type cells
H
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Yki cells located two cells or more away from clone boundary (3 nota, 1192 cells)
Yki cells at clone boundary (3 nota, 291 cells)
WT cells located two cells or more away from clone boundary (3 nota, 1808 cells)





























































R = 0.13 (P = 0.12)
R = -0.09 (P = 0.17)
R = -0.16 (P = 0.06)
R = -0.25 (P < 10-3)
R = -0.16 (P < 10-4)
R = -0.33 (P < 10-4)
R = 0.97 (P < 10-4)
R = 0.96 (P < 10-4)
R = 0.52 (P < 10-4)
R = 0.41 (P < 10-4)
R = 0.44 (P < 10-4)
R = 0.52 (P < 10-4)
in silico
Rate of division 1:3
in silico
Rate of division 1:3
in vivo (Yki)
in vivo (Ras)in vivo (Ras)
in vivo (Yki)
Figure 4. Two Hypothetical Mechanisms of Winner-Dominated Cell Expansion
(A) Compression hypothesis. Compressed, faster dividing winner cells (green) should occupy the space left by the apoptotic cells (magenta) because the apical
area of these compressed cells is smaller than their preferred area. Therefore, the winner cells (green) are more likely than the non-compressed loser cells (white)
to expand when space becomes available.
(B–D) Compression hypothesis testing (A). Area acquired by individual surviving cells directly in contact with apoptotic cells as a function of initial pre-
apoptotic area of the surviving cells, which reflects degree of mechanical compression. The pre-apoptotic area was measured at a normalized time [/loser cell
cycle] = 8.33 103 in silico (B) and 40 min before apoptosis completion in vivo (Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A, C; RasV12, D). Temporal average of the acquired areas of
cells directly in contact with apoptosis and SD (error bars) in vivo were calculated 16–24 min after apoptosis completion. See the definition of acquired area for
Figures 2G or 3B (thin lines). R, Pearson correlation coefficient.
(legend continued on next page)
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persistently increased their side number and area for a long-term
during clone development (Figures S7A–S7C). Additionally,
winner cells inside clones (i.e., more than two cell distances
away from the clone boundary) also slightly expanded on a
longer timescale (Figure S7E, inside) without changing side num-
ber (Figure S7D, inside), possibly due to an accumulation of mi-
nor relaxations of mechanical compression (Figure S3I, acquired
area of winner cells localized to two- or three cells away from
apoptotic cells). We note that this increase in cell area by me-
chanical relaxation was relatively modest compared to the dra-
matic area expansion as a result of cell topological change at
the clone border (Figures S7D and S7E). These results suggest
that topological change driven by frequent perpendicular inter-
calation is still critical for long-term winner-clone spreading.
Accordingly, we incorporated random directionality into interca-
lations associated with apoptosis under differential proliferation
rates to assess whether winner-clone spreading is disrupted by
the unbiased occurrence of three intercalation types (random-
ized intercalation; right panels of Figure 7B; Video S4). We found
that clone spreading speed was reduced (Figure 7C, light-blue)
due to equal and simultaneous increases in the side number
and cell area of both winner and loser cells (Figures S7B and
S7C, bottom panel). As such, the net increase in winner-clone
area after loser apoptosis was reduced to approximately 50%
of the total area lost to apoptosis (Figure 7D, light blue), confirm-
ing that topological change at the clone boundary significantly
contributed to winner-clone spreading.
Because topological change due to apoptosis is limited to
cells in direct contact with apoptotic cells, loser death restricted
nearby winner clones, as seen in many cell competition systems
[33], would promote winner-clone spreading. We examined in
silico whether the restricted death actually improves winner
expansion by comparing it to a scenario in which apoptotic cells
were spatially scattered in slower dividing cell population. We
found winner clones most effectively occupied the apoptotic ter-
ritory when loser apoptosis was restricted to the clone boundary
(Figures S7F–S7H, up to 1-cell distance). On the other hand,
occupation efficiency was reduced when apoptosis had a
more scattered spatial distribution (Figures S7F–S7H, up to 3-
or 5-cell distance) and further dropped down to baseline (no
apoptosis) when death had a completely random distribution
(Figures S7F–S7H, all slower dividing cells). Collectively, we
can conclude that repetitive cell topology changes due to
frequent perpendicular intercalation at the clone periphery ac-
celerates tissue-scale occupation by winner cells.
DISCUSSION
It has long been acknowledged that loser apoptosis is limited to
within several cell diameters away from winner clones in many
cell competition systems [33]. However, it was unclear how
this localized apoptosis influences subsequent winner tissue
occupation. Here, we showed that localized apoptosis adjacent
to the clone boundary efficiently accelerates winner-clone
expansion through cell topological changes, indicating that
regulating topology might have a major contribution to tissue
takeover by winners (Figures 7 and S7). We also identified the
mechanisms underlying these topological alterations (Figure 7G):
anisotropic loser cells driven by localized overgrowth (Figures 1,
2A, and 2B) undergo apoptosis, producing a non-cell-autono-
mous increase in the side numbers and areas of surrounding
winner cells (Figures 2 and 3). This topological alteration was
verified with in silico and in vivo experiments in two different
oncogenic genotypes (activated-Yki and Ras), which targets
different signaling pathways but commonly show overgrowth
phenotype. These results indicate their common feature, differ-
ential growth, may be the origin of the topological dynamics
leading to winner-cell expansion, while Yki can be activated by
Ras signaling [45, 46] and winner-cell expansion may be driven
at least in part through Yki activation.
We further showed in silico and in vivo that such topological
dynamics leading to selective winner expansion is regulated
by directionally biased cell intercalation (Figures 5 and 6), which
occurs as a consequence of perpendicular edge shortening
in anisotropic apoptotic cells (Figures 2E, 2F, and 5A–5C).
Although polarized actomyosin-dependent mechanical tension
is well known to bias intercalation direction in many morphoge-
netic processes [47, 48], the Hippo pathway mutant clone in
the Drosophila epithelium did not accumulate myosin II or in-
crease tension at the radial junction (i.e., perpendicular edge)
but did at the circumferential junction (i.e., non-boundary edge)
of wild-type cells surrounding clones [26, 27]. The compensatory
expansion of winner cells upon apoptosis should therefore
be achieved by stochastic junction loss at the shorter perpendic-
ular edges rather than greater tension due to active myosin
enrichment.
(E) Topology hypothesis. Topological changes driven by repetitive cell intercalations upon apoptosis (magenta) should selectively increase in side number and
area of winner cells.
(F–H) Topology hypothesis testing (E). Area acquired by individual surviving cells directly in contact with apoptotic cells as a function of side number change,
which was calculated by subtracting the initial side number {normalized time [/loser cell cycle] = 8.33 103 in silico (F), 40min before apoptosis completion in vivo
[Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A (G), RasV12 (H)]} from the final side number {normalized time [/loser cell cycle] = 2.5 3 102 in silico (F), average for 16–24 min after
apoptosis completion in vivo (G and H)}. The y axis value is the same as that in (B)–(D). R, Pearson correlation coefficient.
(I) Top: Z projection of a live pupal notum upon induction of clones overexpressing Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A (25 hr after Gal4-mediated transcription activation). Fly
genotype and image frame is the same as in Figure 2A; the anterior direction is leftward. Second panel from top: image segmentation for adherens junctions
shown in top panel. Green and gray cells represent Yki-overexpressing and wild-type cells at clone boundary, whereas light green and white cells represent Yki-
overexpressing and wild-type cells located two cell distances or more away from clone boundary. Side number (third from top) and area (bottom panel) of each
cell are indicated by colors. White thick line represents clone boundary.
(J) Averaged area of cells with n-sides (An) normalized by that of all cells for each cell category (A) (i.e.,An/Awhere < > denotes the population average) at 25–26 hr
after Gal4-mediated transcription activation. Cells were classified into four categories: green and gray solid lines are Yki-overexpressing and wild-type cells,
respectively, at the clone boundary (green and gray cells in I, second panel), whereas green and gray broken lines are Yki-overexpressing and wild-type cells,
respectively, located at a distance of two cells or more away from the clone boundary (light green and white cells in I, second panel). Error bars represent SE.
See also Figures S1, S3, and S4 and Video S1.




































Boundary intercalation = ( 0 + 1 + 0 ) / 3 = 0.33
Non-boundary intercalation = ( 0 + 0 + 0 ) / 3 = 0
Perpendicular intercalation = ( 1 + 0 + 1 ) / 3 = 0.66
1st 2nd Total T1 occurrence
Probability
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R = 0.08, P = 0.23
R = -0.26, P < 10-4
in silico
Rate of division 1:3
R = 0.40, P < 10-4
R = -0.40, P < 10-4
in silico
Rate of division 1:3
R = -0.33, P < 10-4
R = 0.51, P < 10-4
in silico
Rate of division 1:3
R = -0.00089, P = 0.99
R = -0.27, P < 0.05
in vivo (Yki)
R = 0.13, P = 0.29
R = -0.29, P < 0.05
in vivo (Yki)
R = -0.11, P = 0.39
R = 0.41, P < 10-3
in vivo (Yki)
R = -0.082, P = 0.48
R = -0.24, P < 0.05
in vivo (Ras)
R = 0.034, P = 0.76
R = -0.28, P < 0.05
in vivo (Ras)
R = 0.033, P = 0.77













































































































of apoptotic cells before death
5 clones, 257 apoptosis
R = 0.55, P < 10-4
R = 0.17, P < 10-4
R = -0.53, P < 10-4
in silico
Rate of division 1:3
5 nota, 76 apoptosis
R = 0.40, P < 10-4
R = 0.15, P = 0.17
R = -0.47, P < 10-4
in vivo (Yki)
5 nota, 83 apoptosis
R = 0.52, P < 10-4
R = 0.16, P = 0.10
R = -0.56, P < 10-4
in vivo (Ras)
5 clones, 257 apoptosis
R = -0.19, P < 10-2
R = 0.051, P = 0.42
R = 0.15, P < 0.05
in silico
Rate of division 1:3
5 nota, 66 apoptosis
R = -0.41, P < 10-3
R = -0.053, P = 0.67
R = 0.30, P < 0.05
in vivo (Yki)
5 nota, 79 apoptosis
R = -0.44, P < 10-4
R = -0.29, P < 10-2
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Figure 5. Occurrence of Directionally Biased Cell Intercalation upon Apoptosis Correlates with Winner-Specific Increase in Cell Area
(A–C) The length distribution of three types of edges introduced in (D) (inset) as a function of clone-boundary-oriented anisotropy (Equation 6 in STARMethods) of
an apoptotic cell before death. The x axis values are the same as that in Figure 3D for simulation and in Figures 2K and 2L for experiments. The y axis values of
experiment (Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A, B; RasV12, C) are the same as those in the x axis of Figures 2E and 2F. R, Pearson correlation coefficient.
(D) A calculation example for the ‘‘normalized frequency of cell intercalation’’ for each type used in (F)–(Q). Green circled numbers 1–3 indicate clonal cells,
whereas black circled numbers 4–6 indicate non-clonal cells. The normalized frequency was calculated by dividing the sum of the probability of each intercalation
event by the total number of intercalation events. The classification of edges was determined each time after an intercalation. Inset: classification of edges
belonging to apoptotic loser cells (right, magenta cell). Boundary edge (red): edges on the clone boundary. Non-boundary edge (orange): edges between the two
vertices, neither of which are at the clone boundary. Perpendicular edge (blue): edges located perpendicular to clone boundary.
(legend continued on next page)
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In addition to perpendicular intercalation, our theoretical anal-
ysis indicates that a specific boundary intercalation subtype in-
creases winner-cell side number and area following apoptosis
(top row of table in Figure 6A). Because the subtype only occurs
when all surviving cells involved in the intercalationwerewinners,
it should be frequent when an apoptotic cell shares more sides
with winner cells. This situation in which the boundary intercala-
tion subtype is more frequent than perpendicular intercalation
might be rare in Yki- or Ras-activating clones with fewer shared
sides due to cell sorting [38], but frequent in Myc- or minute-
dependent competition, where winner and loser cells actively
mix to increase their shared sides [17, 20, 49]. Moreover,
regarding the expansion process, intercalation-mediated space
filling does not require cell division (Figure S3J). This fact is sup-
ported by live notum imaging that shows winner expansion even
after growth arrest (approximately after time = 28.5 in Video S1).
Therefore, intercalation-mediated winner expansion might
contribute to the competition scenario without proliferation
(e.g., post-mitotic tissue [50]). Future examination of the relative
contributions of intercalation subtypes in various cell competi-
tion scenarios would clarify the topological dynamics that lead
to selective winner expansion.
Given the knowledge that a striking increase in cell apical area
stimulates proliferation through feedback regulation by mechan-
ical signaling pathways in non-competitive tissue [51, 52], we ex-
pected that the dramatic increase in winner-cell area that follows
loser apoptosis (Figure 7) would facilitate winner proliferation. As
such, the increase in cell area by topological change is trans-
formed into the increase in cell number, which could further
accelerate long-term clone expansion. It was recently suggested
that mechanical or morphological consequences of cell loss
affect the division orientation of winner cells, which colonize
lost territory [17, 49]. Therefore, examination of the contribution
of positive feedback on winner division rate and orientation in sil-
ico [36] and in vivo would provide a more comprehensive under-
standing of winner-clone spreading. Although it was difficult
to detect this positive feedback effect on cell division with our
live imaging in notum, due to growth arrest during terminal
(E) Examples of three types of cell intercalation, which are classified according to the types of disappearing edges (D, inset), in pupal notum. Fly genotypes are the
same as in Figure 2A.
(F–H) Normalized frequency of three intercalation types observed in a single apoptosis event as a function of anisotropy of an apoptotic cell before death
(Equation 6 in STAR Methods). The x axis values for simulation (F) and experiment (Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A, G; RasV12, H) are the same as in (A)–(C). R, Pearson
correlation coefficient.
(I–Q) Averaged acquired area of winner cells (green) and loser cells (gray) as a function of normalized frequency of boundary (I–K), non-boundary (L–N), and
perpendicular (O–Q) intercalation in simulations (I, L, and O) and experiments (Yki:V5S111A,S168A,S250A, J, M, and P; RasV12, K, N, and Q). The x axis values are the
same as the y axis (F) for simulations and in (G) and (H) for experiments, whereas the value and error bars in the y axis corresponds to y axis in Figure 3D for
simulation and a subset of Figures 2K and 2L for experiment. R, Pearson correlation coefficient.
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Figure 6. Perpendicular Intercalation
Directly Drives Winner-Compensatory Cell
Expansion
(A) Upper: schematic diagram of the topological
changes in three cells directly in contact with the
apoptotic cell (magenta) that are directly involved
in cell intercalation during apoptosis (Figure 3A).
After intercalation, side number is reduced by one
for one adjacent cell (1, open circles), but is
increased by one for the other two cells (+1, filled
circles). Lower: three types of cell intercalation
(Figure 5E) were divided into six subtypes based
on all possible combinations of cell configuration.
Total change in side number after intercalation is
shown for clonal (green columns) and non-clonal
(gray columns) cells. Advantage in cell expansion
represents cells with a greater increase in total
side number. All topological changes are main-
tained whenever side number of apoptotic cell is
more than 4 before apoptosis.
(B) Top, schematic representation of the indicated
intercalation types. Lower boxplots, change in
side number (upper boxplots) and cell area (bot-
tom boxplots) averaged for each apoptotic event.
Apoptotic simulation was performed with a
predetermined order of directionally biased cell
intercalation under identical division rate condi-
tions. The simulation setup (except for the direc-
tional bias in intercalation) and figure preparation
were the same as for Figure 3C lower. Wilcoxon
signed-rank test was performed.
See also Figure S5.
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C D E F
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Figure 7. Repetitive Topological Change by Perpendicular Intercalation Accelerates Tissue-Scale Occupation by Winners
(A) Loser cells that will start to undergo apoptosis within the next 50 (normalized time [/loser cell cycle]) are shown in magenta. Apoptosis was induced in about
40 cells adjacent to winners while the number of faster dividing winner cells (Nfaster, green) increased from 500 to 700 cells.
(B) Closeup of colored winner-clone when Nfaster is 700. Change in side number is shown by subtracting initial (Nfaster = 500) from final (Nfaster = 700) side number
(upper 3 panels). The log of the ratio of the final cell area over initial cell area is shown (lower 3 panels). Simulation setups were without apoptosis (left); with
apoptosis where intercalations occur from shorter edges according to in vivo regular rule as shown in Figures 2E and 2F (middle; regular intercalation); and with
apoptosis where three intercalation types occur randomly (right; randomized intercalation). The number of winner-cell divisions and initial clone (A, normalized
time = 0 [/loser cell cycle]) were the same for the three simulation setups.
(C) Temporal change in clone area with no apoptosis (black), apoptosis with regular intercalation (purple) and apoptosis with randomized intercalation (light-blue).
Error bars represent SD.
(D) Net increase in clone area as a result of apoptosis calculated by subtracting clone area from that value in the absence of apoptosis as a function of total area of
apoptosis. Dashed/dotted lines indicate cases in which winner clones capture 50%/100% of the territory made available by apoptosis.
(E) Temporal change in anisotropy of apoptotic cells (measured at 1.73 103 normalized time [/loser cell cycle] before starting to undergo apoptosis). The values
were clearly larger than those under conditions of identical proliferation rate without apoptosis (dashed line). Error bars represent SE.
(legend continued on next page)
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differentiation, it will be interesting to monitor the contribution of
cell expansion to division in actively growing tissue.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Drosophila strains and genetics
Strains used for imaging fluorescently-labeled mitotic clones [56, 57] in fixed larval imaginal discs: UbxFLP; Act > y+ > Gal4,
UAS-GFP; FRT82B, Tub-Gal80 (82B tester), UbxFLP; FRT42D, Tub-Gal80; Act > y+ > Gal4, UAS-GFP (42D tester), UbxFLP;
Tub-Gal80, FRT40A; Act > y+ > Gal4, UAS-GFP (40A tester) [53]. Additional strains used were as follows: wtsX1 (from T. Xu),
hpo42-47 (from D.J. Pan), UAS-sqh-RNAi (P{TRiP.HMS00437}attP2) (Bloomington Stock Center 32439), UAS-shg-RNAi
(P{GD14421}v27081) (Vienna Drosophila Resource Center #27081). Strains used for notum live imaging: y, w, hs-flp; DE-Cad::GFP;
Act > CD2 > GAL4, P{UAS-CD8.mCherry}, p{tubP-GAL80ts}20 (Bloomington Stock Center 7019), UAS-ykiS111A,S168A,S250A:V5 (Bloo-
mington Stock Center 28817),UAS-RasV12 (from T. Xu). Crossed offspring for experiments carried a single copy of the transgenes as
shown in Experimental genotypes. Both male and female larvae and pupae were used for experiments.
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Experimental genotypes
Husbandry conditions
Fly stocks were kept in vials or bottles at 18 or 25C and transferred every 4 or 3 weeks, respectively. Fly food is a standard corn-
sugar-yeast recipe. For cross experiments, healthy adult virgin females and males were placed in a vial and flipped every 1–3 days,
and vials containing offspring were raised at 18, 25, or 29C (see Sections in ‘‘METHOD DETAILS’’ for incubation temperature) until
dissection or imaging, unless otherwise stated. For heat shock experiments, vials containing offspring were transiently transferred to
33C or 34C for 30 min to induce somatic clones (see Section ‘‘Live imaging of pupal notum’’).
METHOD DETAILS
Immunohistochemistry and fixed-sample imaging
Cross and offspring were kept at 25C until dissection. We used both male and female larvae for experiments. Larval tissues were
stained with standard immunohistochemical procedures using rat anti-Drosophila E-cadherin antibody DCAD2 (Developmental
Studies Hybridoma Bank (dshb.biology.uiowa.edu), 1:20) and Alexa 647-conjugated phalloidin (Invitrogen, 1:50). Specimens were
mounted with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-containing SlowFade Gold Antifade Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Images
were taken on Leica TCS-SP8 or Zeiss LSM700 confocal microscopes. Images shown in Figures 1A and S1H are sum projections.
Live imaging of pupal notum
Live imaging was performed in the pupal notum rather than the wing disc because the notum does not require ex vivo cultivation
and is easy to handle. We used both male and female pupae for experiments. Cross and offspring were kept at 18C for 7–9 days
and then subjected to heat shock at 33C or 34C for 30 min to induce somatic clones. Larvae were then kept at 18C.
78.5–81.5 hr or 94–98 hr after heat shock, white prepupae (WPP) were collected. CollectedWPPswere transferred to 29C to express
the UAS-ykiS111A,S168A,S250A:V5 transgene, while WPPs were raised for 8 hr at 18C and transferred to 29C to express the
UAS-RasV12 following earlier studies [7]. The pupae were then imaged at 29C between 15.5–33.5 hr (Yki) or 16–27 hr (RasV12) after
temperature shift. Pupae for image acquisitions were prepared using a modified previously described protocol [58] or [59].
Pupal dissection procedure is as follows:
d Rinsestagedpupawithwateranddry it ona tissue (e.g.,KimWipe). The followingprocedure isdifferentbetweenprotocol [58]or [59].
(Protocol described in [58])
d Mount the washed pupa on a glass slide using double-sided tape.
d Remove the pupal case carefully with forceps at the top of the notum.
Figures and Videos Experimental genotype Developmental stage & tissue
Figures 1A left, 1B, 1C, S1H, and S1I UbxFLP; Act > y+ > Gal4, UAS-GFP; FRT82B / FRT82B,
Tub-Gal80
3rd instar Larva, wing disc
Figures 1A right, 1B, 1C, S1H,
and S1I
UbxFLP; Act > y+ > Gal4, UAS-GFP; FRT82B, wtsX1 / FRT82B,
Tub-Gal80
3rd instar Larva, wing disc
Figures 2A, 2C, 2E, 2G, 2H, 2K, 4C,
4G, 4I, 4J, 5B, 5E, 5G, 5J, 5M, 5P,
S1J, S4A, S4B, S4C, S4F, S4J, S4K,
S4L, and S4M; Videos S1 and S2
y, w, hs-flp / +; DE-Cad::GFP / p{tubP-GAL80ts}20; Act > CD2 >
GAL4, P{UAS-CD8.mCherry} / UAS-ykiS111A,S168A,S250A:V5
Pupa, notum
Figures 2B, 2F, 2I, 2L, 4D, 4H, 5C,
5H, 5K, 5N, 5Q, S1J, S4D, and S4E
y, w, hs-flp / +; DE-Cad::GFP / P{tubP-GAL80ts}20; Act > CD2 >
GAL4, P{UAS-CD8.mCherry} / UAS-RasV12
Pupa, notum
Figures S1H and S1I UbxFLP; FRT42D / FRT42D, Tub-Gal80; Act > y+ > Gal4,
UAS-GFP / UAS-sqh-RNAi (P{TRiP.HMS00437}attP2)
3rd instar Larva, wing disc
Figures S1H and S1I UbxFLP; FRT42D, hpo42-47 / FRT42D, Tub-Gal80; Act >
y+ > Gal4, UAS-GFP
3rd instar Larva, wing disc
Figures S1H and S1I UbxFLP; FRT42D, hpo42-47 / FRT42D, Tub-Gal80; Act > y+ >
Gal4, UAS-GFP / UAS-sqh-RNAi (P{TRiP.HMS00437}attP2)
3rd instar Larva, wing disc
Figures S1H and S1I UbxFLP; Act > y+ > Gal4, UAS-GFP / UAS-shg-RNAi
(P{GD14421}v27081); FRT82B / FRT82B, Tub-Gal80
3rd instar Larva, wing disc
Figures S1H and S1I UbxFLP; Act > y+ > Gal4, UAS-GFP / UAS-shg-RNAi
(P{GD14421}v27081); FRT82B, wtsX1 / FRT82B, Tub-Gal80
3rd instar Larva, wing disc
Figure S1J y, w, hs-flp / +; DE-Cad::GFP / P{tubP-GAL80ts}20; Act >
CD2 > GAL4, P{UAS-CD8.mCherry} / +
Pupa, notum
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d Place filter paper wetted with water around the pupa to avoid desiccation.
d Enclose the pupa with silicon (Shin-Etsu) and place a coverslip on it to seal the pupa.
(Protocol described in [59])
d Paste double-sided tape (upper) to single-sided tape (lower) to enhance the strength by increasing the thickness.
d Mount the washed pupa on the tape.
d Remove the pupal case carefully with forceps at the top of the notum.
d Place the exposed notum directly on a coverslip.
Videos of the nota close to the scutum region were taken on Leica TCS SP5 or SP8 confocal laser scanning microscopes. Z stacks
(0.8 mm/slice) were taken every 4 min. Images shown in Figures 2A, 2B, 2C, 4I, 5E, S4D, and S4F and Videos S1 and S2 were
maximumprojections. For Figures 2B and S4D, themaximumprojection was performed by subdividing the picture in 2563 256-pixel
windows to avoid reflecting cuticle wrinkles in the projected image. Tissue-scale images shown in Figures 2A, 2B, 4I, and S4D and
Video S1 were processed through the subtract background function in Fiji [55].
Vertex model
The cell-vertex model quantitatively accounts for the packing geometry of normal epithelial cells and predicts the forces that act at
cell-cell interfaces, where cell configurations are described as polygons whose vertices form tricellular junctions that are subject to
mechanical force [22, 34, 35]. Cells change their shape based on the force balance of cell packing. The primary model used here is












E(i) is the set of edges incident to vertex i, and F(i) is the set of faces to which vertex i belongs. The tensional force Ftension is exerted
to a vertex i by the connecting edges between vertices i and j, where the edge length dij converges to the preferred length l0. The
internal pressure Fpressure is exerted on a vertex i by the cell face a to which a vertex i belongs, where Fpressure increases as the
area of cell a (Aa) decreases and the edge length (dij) increases. The magnitude of Ftension and Fpressure are controlled by the param-
etersGij and nH, respectively. For all figures in this paper, except for Figures S1F, S1G, S3A–S3G, and S3J (examining the parameter
dependency) and Figure S2 (using the other model formulation), the parameter values were set atGij = 5, l0 = 0.0001, and nH = 1. The
parameter accounted for cell packing geometry of non-competitive tissue in Drosophila (Figures S1A and S1B), and did not dramat-
ically affect the emergence of cell deformation due to differential proliferation rates (Figures S1F, S1G, and S3A–S3C) or asymmetric
area expansion induced by apoptosis (Figures S3D, S3F, and S3J).
To test validity of the numerical results independent of the model details, we also examined another vertex model [22] assuming





















The area elasticity Farea elasticity is exerted on a vertex i by the face a to which a vertex i belongs, where area of cell a (aa) approaches
the normalized preferred area of unity. The tension Ftension is exerted on a vertex i by the connecting edges between vertices i and j,
where Ftension increases as the edge length between vertices i and j (lij) increases. The contraction Fcontractility is exerted to a vertex i by
the contractility of cell perimeter la, which is provided by actomyosin contractile force. The parameters were set to L= 0:06 and
G= 0:02 (Figures S1A, S1B, and S2).
Both models (Equation 1 and Equation 2) were integrated numerically using the Euler method with free boundary conditions. To
achieve a mechanical equilibrium of tissue state, the position vector of each vertex was calculated after each step until the total ve-
locity of all vertices dropped below a threshold of 1.0. Cell intercalation was incorporated when edges with a length below the
threshold 0.001 were maintained for 8.3 3 104 normalized time [/loser cell cycle], noting that the intercalation during apoptotic
cell delamination was introduced independent of this rule (see Section ‘‘Apoptosis simulations’’). All simulation results were visual-
ized by Processing language (https://processing.org/).
Proliferation in simulations
Each cell divides when the residence time t in the cell cycle becomes zero. Total duration of cell cycle obeys gamma distribution with
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, respectively, with T = 6 for slower dividing cells ðTslowÞ. In case of the differential proliferation, the average cell cycle of
slower dividing cells ðTslowÞ divided by that of faster dividing cells ðTfastÞ represents a ratio of the division rates of clones (i.e.,
Tslow=Tfast). The simulation time is represented in normalized time [/loser cell cycle], which is divided by Tslow (loser cell cycle).
Although the cell area decreases to half of the original cell area after cell division, it increases subsequently as the cell achieves me-
chanical equilibrium, following the model formulations (Equation 1 and Equation 2). The orientation of the mitotic cleavage plane
obeys the long axis rule [35], where the plane passing through the shorter axis is defined by calculating inertial tensor of each cell
using the position of the vertices [37].
Apoptosis in simulations
For apoptosis, several cell intercalation (T1) events were introduced sequentially [7, 24] to incorporate the loss of junctional neighbors
(1 intercalation / 1.73 103 normalized time [/loser cell cycle]). As the apoptotic cell becomes triangular in shape, it is eliminated by
the T2 transition [22, 34]. The intercalation was preferentially introduced on the shorter edge of the apoptotic cell, following the prob-





where li and b are the length of edge i and a parameter, respectively. The denominator is a normalization factor of summation of every
edge j in an apoptotic cell. Pi for each edge was recalculated at every time before intercalation. The parameters were set to b = 10 for
(Equation 1; except for Figure 7, randomized intercalation) and b = 9.4 for (Equation 2) to ensure equal probability between of two
formulations. For randomized intercalation in Figure 7, we set b = 0 to provide the same probability for any edge with variable length.
Vertex model parameters (Gij and nH in Equation 1) during the delaminating process were kept constant (delamination type I), except
for delamination type II in Figures S3E–S3G. In delamination type II, apical surface of dying cells shrink rapidly by increasing the line
tension parameter Gij (Equation 1) and/or decreasing the pressure parameter nH (Equation 1) before repeated cell intercalation. For
the repetitive induction of apoptosis into multiple loser cells in Figures 7 and S7, apoptotic cells were randomly selected from a target
region of slower dividing cells. A single apoptosis event occurred every five cell divisions in faster dividing clones.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Calculation of cell shape anisotropy
To evaluate cell shape anisotropy, we used two calculation method, ‘‘cell anisotropy’’ and ‘‘clone-boundary-oriented cell anisot-
ropy.’’ Cell anisotropy was calculated from the inertial tensor of each cell using the positions of the vertices [37]. The anisotropy ai





Clone-boundary-oriented cell anisotropy ci of a cell i is represented by the product of cell anisotropy ai (Equation 5) and cosine qj,







where < > j denotes the average for all boundary edges belonging to cell i.
Cell area and shape in fixed-sample imaging
Positions of vertices (junctions) of wild-type cells located at the clone boundary were manually extracted with ImageJ [54] or Fiji [55].
Because epithelial cells in the wing disc are columnar in shape, each vertex was measured at the focal plane of the apical surface,
identified by anti-E-cadherin or phalloidin staining. The cell areawas calculated from the positions of the vertices by considering a cell
a polygon. Strength of cell shape anisotropy was calculated using Equation 5 (Figures 1A, 1B, and S1I).
Image segmentation
Epithelial cells were segmented using Fiji plugin Tissue Analyzer [41, 61].
Segmentation procedure is as follows:
d Save projected video with RGB Color as image sequence (TIF format) with Fiji.
d Launch Tissue analyzer.
d Drag and drop image sequence files into the List.
d Select the channel of adherens junctions (E-cad::GFP).
d Select ‘‘Segmentation’’ tab and click the ‘‘Detect Bonds (preview only)’’ or ‘‘Detect bonds V3 (preview only)’’ and optimize blur
values to obtain images with roughly proper segmentation. Click ‘‘Detect bonds (save watershed)’’ or ‘‘Detect bonds V3 (save
watershed)’’ to segment all images in the List
d Select ‘‘Correction’’ tab and manually correct the mistakes of the automated segmentation for all images.
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d Select ‘‘PostProcess’’ tab and click ‘‘Finish all’’ and ‘‘Check finish all’’ to finalize segmentation.
d Select ‘‘Recenter’’ tab and click ‘‘Autocenter based on 2D correction.’’
d Select ‘‘Cell tracking’’ tab and click ‘‘Track cells (dynamics tissue)’’ to identify the same cells in time. If tracking errors (e.g., cell
swapping errors, cell pairing errors) occur, click ‘‘Correct/edit cell tracks’’ and fix them. Click ‘‘Check track’’ and ‘‘Update track
mask’’ to finalize cell tracking.
d Select ‘‘Virtual cloning’’ tab to distinguish different types of cells (e.g., wild-type, Yki, RasV12). Select ‘‘Original’’ andmark cells of
interest by left click and click ‘‘Drawing -> clone.’’ Click ‘‘Check virtual clone’’ and ‘‘Update virtual clone mask’’ to finalize clone
registration.
d Select ‘‘Cell divisions’’ tab and click ‘‘Check divisions’’ and ‘‘Update cell division mask’’ to detect cell division.
d Select ‘‘Cell death’’ tab and click ‘‘Track dying cells,’’ ‘‘Check death’’ and ‘‘Update cell death mask’’ to detect cell death.
d Select ‘‘Track bonds’’ tab and click ‘‘Track bonds,’’ ‘‘Check track bonds’’ and ‘‘Update track bonds’’ to identify the same bonds
(edges) in time.
d Select ‘‘SQLite DB’’ tab and click ‘‘Generate/Update database.’’
d Select ‘‘Plots’’ tab and click ‘‘Export cell data’’ for cell data and ‘‘Export bond data’’ for junction data to save them as csv format.
Apoptosis analysis in live imaging
In this paper, we call ‘‘apoptosis’’ when cells are delaminated from the tissue during live imaging. We therefore do not strictly distin-
guish delamination ‘‘with apoptosis’’ and ‘‘without apoptosis’’ (i.e., live cell delamination [24]). We expect that the delamination in Yki-
induced competition is due, at least in part, to apoptosis, because caspase3-positive wild-type cells are observed during Hippo
pathway-induced cell competition [6, 62]. Temporal change in cell area for apoptotic cells and surrounding cells (Figures 2, 4, 5,
and S4) was quantified by segmentation and manually identifying cells of interest as ‘‘virtual clone’’ in Fiji plugin Tissue Analyzer
[41, 61] (see Section ‘‘Image segmentation’’). When cells surrounding a dying cell were delaminated or underwent mitosis during
quantification (40 min before until 24 min after delamination complete), the contribution of a single apoptotic event on the captured
area of surviving neighbors cannot be precisely determined; therefore, we excluded the apoptosis event from the quantification anal-
ysis. We also exclude apoptosis inside of the midline [inside of the two most central lines of sensory organ precursors (SOP)], where
spontaneous cell delamination occurs independently of cell competition. Cell anisotropy (Figures S4A, S4B, S4C, and S4J) was
calculated using Equation 5. Clone-boundary-oriented cell anisotropy (Figures 2J–2L, 5B, 5C, 5G, 5H, and S4J) was calculated using
Equation 6.
The normalized frequency of each type of intercalation (Figures 5G, 5H, 5J, 5K, 5M, 5N, 5P, and 5Q) was obtained by dividing the
number of occurrences of each intercalation type by the total number of intercalations during a single apoptosis event (Figure 5D).
When multiple intercalations (T1 transition) and/or T2 transition take place at a time (during a single time interval: 4 min), the type of
cell intercalations were distinguished by estimating intercalated edges from the arrangement of cell neighbor relations. When more
than two types of edges are estimated, the probability for occurrences for each intercalation typewas calculated as n/nALL (n: number
of estimated edges for a given intercalation type, nALL: total number of estimated edges). See Figures S4F–S4I for details. Note that,
when additional intercalations were observed soon after apoptosis (from 16 to 24 min after delamination complete), the cell topol-
ogies were not stably determined; therefore, we excluded the apoptosis events from the current intercalation analysis.
Cell shape, topology, and apoptosis in live imaging
Clonal cells were identified in the Tissue Analyzer and projected onto the segmented image (Figures 2A, 2B, 4I, and S4D). Cell anisot-
ropy (Figures 2A and 2B right, ‘‘cell-stretch’’ in ‘‘Viewer’’ tab), side number (Figures 4I and S4D, ‘‘packing-no cutoff’’ in ‘‘Viewer’’ tab),
cell area (Figures 4I and S4D, ‘‘image color coder’’ in ‘‘Misc’’ tab) and apoptosis (Video S1, ‘‘apoptotic cells’’ in ‘‘Viewer’’ tab) were
visualized by Tissue Analyzer. For the plots of normalized area as a function of side number (Figures 4J and S4E), we excluded SOPs
and their primary neighbors and pupal midline region from the data. In addition, we did not plot data points when the sample number
was less than 10. Note that the definition of cell anisotropy in Figures 2A and 2B (see [41]) is different from the one shown in Figures
S4A, S4B, S4C, and S5J (see Equation 5) and Figures 2K, 2L, 5B, 5C, 5G, 5H, and S4J (see Equation 6).
Statistical analysis
Scatter plots: Error bars represent standard deviation (s.d.) or standard error (s.e.) of the mean as specified in figure legends. Box-
plots: The upper/lower hinge and middle line represent the 25th/75th and 50th percentiles (‘‘boxplot’’ function in R environment). Sta-
tistical test: Fisher’s exact test (two-sided), Wilcoxon rank sum test (two-sided), Wilcoxon signed rank test (two-sided), Welch’s t test
(two-sided, normality and homoscedasticity were tested by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and F-tests, respectively). Smirnov-Grubbs
test was performed to detect outliers (P-values < 104). Correlation coefficients (described as R in Figures) and significance test
were based on Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient. All calculations and plots were performed with Microsoft Excel
or R environment.
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